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BACKGROUND

• Cannabis prohibition has failed (UNODC, World Drug 

Report, 2016)

• The world = a laboratory for experiments with regulating 

cannabis markets (21 US states, Canada, Uruguay, 

Netherlands, Luxemburg, Mexico, Malta, South Africa, 

Georgia, Germany?…)

• Not just states, but simultaneously the importance of 

bottom-up and grassroots initiatives (mayors, experiments on 

the municipal level, CSCs,…)
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RECREATIONAL CANNABIS SUPPLY: 

REGULATORY OPTIONS

Kilmer, B. (2017) Recreational Cannabis — Minimizing the Health Risks from Legalization, NEJM, 376, 705-707

ACT (2020 - )

Cannabis Social 

Clubs

Community Trust 

Model
(Wilkins, 2018)

Mexican ‘mixed 

model’ proposal
(Zedillo et al., 2019)

Currently

18 US states

Canada

Uruguayan ‘Mixed’ model

* CSCs

* User growing

* Pharmacy sales

* Limited for profit growing 

licences**



EMERGING EVIDENCE FROM RECREATIONAL 

CANNABIS MARKETS

It is too early to determine the effects of cannabis legalisation in Uruguay, 18 US 

states and Canada

But we have seen changes in policing and criminal justice resources: 

- Desirable effect: Reduction of criminal justice costs (through reduction of adults 

receiving criminal records)

- Undesirable effect: Evidence of increased police enforcement against young 

users in some US states (Fischer et al., 2021)

Fischer, B., Bullen, C., Elder, H., & Fidalgo, T. M. (2020). Considering the health and social welfare impacts of non-medical cannabis legalization. World 

Psychiatry, 19(2), 187-188.



EMERGING EVIDENCE OF IMPACTS OF FULLY 

COMMERCIALISED MODELS: 

 Mixed impacts:  Adult use up - No evidence of 

increased use by children - No evidence of 

increases in mother’s prenatal cannabis use 

 The Black Market Persists (to a certain 

degree)

 Degree of commercialisation is the key factor 

in some unintended consequences (e.g. motor 

vehicle accidents)



EMERGING EVIDENCE OF IMPACTS OF FULLY 

COMMERCIALISED MODELS: 

 Industry acting to maximize profits: 

influencing regulatory design + 

multinational buy in

 Using social media and internet to avoid 

advertising restrictions

 Targeting heavy users which they know is 

where their profit lies

 Providing a product of known quality and 

purity: easy to say, hard to do, and costly!



THE ‘COMMERCIAL MODEL’ 

TOBACCO, ALCOHOL, PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

Illustration of legislative instruments with which rules and restrictions can be 

imposed 

Detrimental (unintended and unwanted) consequences of commercialization
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THE ‘COMMERCIAL MODEL’ 

BIG TOBACCO, ALCOHOL INDUSTRY, BIG PHARMA

❑ Minimize / disguise the health risks

❑ Influencing / manipulating scientific research / 
results

❑ Aggressive marketing  

❑ Unstoppable search for new target groups and 
profitable branding (e.g. development of products 
particularly appealing to youths

❑ Great resistance to measures that restrict the 
supply :  huge budgets and resources for lobbying
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THE ‘COMMERCIAL MODEL’ (CANNABIS)

IS THIS WHAT WE WANT?
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WHICH LESSONS FROM THE PAST?

COMMERCIAL MODEL AND PROHIBITION: PROFIT-DRIVEN
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From: Transform (2013)
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RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON EXPERIENCES WITH ALCOHOL 

AND TOBACCO AND EARLY EXPERIMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL 

CANNABIS MARKETS

▪ Not enough to decriminalize use - Need to deal with the supply side

▪ Focus needs to be on maximising public health (rather than 

maximising Govt. Tax revenue)

▪ Public health minded planning versus regulatory capture by industry

▪ Avoid commercial, profit-driven models, particularly early on

▪ Start slow & gentle and expand if evidence supports this

▪ A mixed model (Home growing + Cannabis Social Clubs + not for 

profit supply) akin to Uruguay model, but tailored to local context, 

might be best way to maximise public health outcomes

▪ Evaluate and modify as evidence emerges
12

Pacula et al., 2014; Room, 2005; Kilmer, 2017; Caulkins et al., 2011; Ritter & Cameron, 2006; Beauchesne, 2007;…)



RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON EXPERIENCES WITH ALCOHOL 

AND TOBACCO AND EARLY EXPERIMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL 

CANNABIS MARKETS

 Keep prices artificially high

 Limit the types of products sold (but underground 

market may continue to exist)

 Attempt to limit marketing

 Implement, retool and disseminate prevention 

campaigns before legal market opens
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Pacula et al., 2014; Room, 2005; Kilmer, 2017; Caulkins et al., 2011; Ritter & Cameron, 2006; Beauchesne, 2007;…)



CANNABIS SOCIAL CLUBS: 
AN EXAMPLE OF NOT-FOR-PROFIT SUPPLY

Decorte, T. (2018). Regulating Cannabis: A 

detailed scenario for a nonprofit Cannabis 

Market. Bloomington: Archway 

Publishing.

Decorte, T. & Mafalda, P. (2020) Insights 

for the design of Cannabis Social Clubs. In 

Decorte, T., Lenton, S., & Wilkins, C. (Eds.). 

Legalizing Cannabis: Experiences, Lessons 

and Scenarios (1st ed.). London: 

Routledge.



A CAUTIOUS SCENARIO FOR A REGULATED 

CANNABIS MARKET, IN 2 PHASES
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REGULATING CANNABIS SOCIAL CLUBS
LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

▪ Study models of CSC regulation in Uruguay, regional parliaments in 

Spain, self-developed protocol by CSCs (ENCOD)

 Involve cannabis user communities (not businesspeople)

▪ Be aware of risks of morphing into commercial enterprises 

▪ Be aware of risks of morphing into mere dispensaries (where’s the 

‘social’?) 

▪ Introduce limits for number of members and produced and delivered 

quantities

▪ Reflect on the challenge of quality control (costly / difficult)

▪ Ensure product availability and product diversity
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THE PUBLIC SECURITY AND ORDER 

PERSPECTIVE

PROF. DR. TOM DECORTE



CHALLENGES WITH A MAJOR POLICY CHANGE

 Expected impact on cannabis-related offenses: reduction of arrests, 

prosecutions, and sanctions to low-level cannabis consumers

 Police and prosecutors struggling with implementation of policy 

change while saddled with pronounced resource and training 

constraints

 Civic education: importance of investment in drug education
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CHALLENGES WITH A MAJOR POLICY CHANGE

 Cannabis trials will not replace the large illegal market instantly

(offer of cheaper illegal products may persist) 

 An extensive illegal sector remains (due to restricted availability 

and access of legal sources, age restrictions, higher prices in the 

legal sector and restrictions on the products legally available)

 Clear instructions and sufficient resources for illegal grow site 

enforcement
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CHALLENGES WITH A MAJOR POLICY CHANGE

 Risk of convoluted changes to the cannabis law: confusions for law
enforcers

 E.g. regulation around smoking cannabis in public

 Trained readiness: sufficient directions from supervisors and 
agency administrators regarding new cannabis legalization
statutory provisions (training deficiencies)

 Inadequate understanding of the laws lead police to generally
avoid cannabis-related investigations

 General training failed to provide guidance on how to manage 
‘grey area issues’ in cannabis law enforcement 20



CHALLENGES WITH A MAJOR POLICY CHANGE

 Diversion of legal sales to underage persons and areas where

prohibition continues

 Cross-canton enforcement: how to deal with legally purchased

cannabis transported across canton lines

 Incidence of illegal resale of legally purchased cannabis

 Monitoring juvenile use
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CHALLENGES WITH A MAJOR POLICY CHANGE

 Neighbourhood impact of outlets/dispensaries (selling points, 

cannabis clubs)

 Traffic safety concerns

 Cannabis driving under the influence and vehicle operator 

impairment : complexity to demonstrateTHC blood level evidence

and time demands of cannabis-related investigations may incline

police to focus on non-cannabis charges

 More specialized cannabis impairment and DUI-training necessary
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COLLABORATION BETWEEN CANNABIS SUPPLY SITES 

AND POLICE

 Risk of counter-productive police responses

 Fear of police harassment and arrest: police operating in the 

surrouding area may act as a barrier to access

 “Distance and discretion policy” versus developing familiarity

to build working relations

 Building collaborative dispensary-police relationships can be 

assisted by demystifying the operation of cannabis supply sites 

for police, articulating policies, and working toward mutual 

respect.
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SUGGESTED RESEARCH AGENDA 

DURING AND AFTER PILOT TRIALS IN 

SWITZERLAND

PROF. DR. TOM DECORTE



ILLICIT PRODUCTION, MARKETS AND SUPPLY

 How does the share of cannabis purchases in the legal market vary with the 
parameters (e.g. access restrictions) of the legal regime?

 Can users who frequent legal versus illegal markets be distinctly characterized?

 What role do price and related costs (e.g. taxation) dynamics play for continued
illegal market activities?

 Do illegal cannabis markets specialize in distinct cannabis products (e.g. those
unavailable from legal sources) and to which extent is there diversion from legal
production or sources to illegal distribution?

 Do previously illegal producers switch to or join legal cannabis production or 
supply activities, or remain in illegal supply environments?

 How do illegal cannabis market segments evolve or adapt in their business 
orientation or related behaviors and strategies (re: products or audiences)?
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USE ENFORCEMENT

 What groups or activities does cannabis-related enforcement focus on under

legalization?

 What, are the patterns of enforcement for non-legal users, and new offences?

 Do systematically arbitrary/selective enforcement patterns continue in 

legalization environments?

 What are the different appoaches and experiences with ‘social justice’ oriented

efforts of criminal records expungement for previously convicted cannabis use

offenders? 
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CANNABIS-IMPAIRED DRIVING

 What enforcement approaches establish more effective “deterrence” of cannabis 

impaired driving, and how will cannabis-impaired driving and related accidents

evolve in legalization environments?

 What are the key design elements and operational provisions for these systems?

 Will individual attitudes, and social norming toward cannabis-impaired driving

change, as occurred when drinking-and-driving became increasingly socially

shunned behavior and “designated drivers” became sociall desirable roles in 

many settings?

 To what extent may cannabis-impaired driving be related to inconsistent, or 

inter-jurisdictionally (e.g. legal versus illegal) different cannabis supply or 

availability structures?
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CANNABIS AND CRIME

 Are there associations between cannabis use and crime specifically in the 

context of legalization, and what are these?

 Are there observable impacts on key types of population-level (e.g. property or 

violence) crimes associated with legalization?

 To what extent are there observable geo-spatial or geo-temporal patterns (e.g. 

related to retail outlet density, consumption spaces, or weekend activities) in 

cannabis-related crime, for example as have been observed for alcohol?

 Does the removal of cannabis from illegal contexts impact other criminogenic

behavior or outcomes, and what do these dynamics look like for users who still

do not have legal access?
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THANK YOU!
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